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- Introduction  - Why this topic? - Why am I excited to be here? - Hypothesis - Need your input! - Explore real life examples - Research - Q & A
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STEPHANIE FOX, 9 MARCH 2021
60%
OF AMERICAN CHILDREN WERE EXPOSED TO VIOLENCE, CRIME, OR ABUSE IN THEIR HOMES, SCHOOLS, AND COMMUNITIES

-Human beings have innate well-being and resilience (their SPARK). It is built-in to the human OS.   
-No one can put a feeling in you. It’s an internal function, constantly fluctuating based on our state of 
mind.  
-Understand these two points, leads to a reduction or even elimination of violence. 








“WHY DIDN’T ANYONE EVER TELL US 
THIS BEFORE!?”
EVERYONE WHOSE HAD AN INSIGHT INTO RESILIENCE AND SOURCE OF EXPERIENCE
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESILIENCE IS THE ABILITY TO MENTALLY OR 
EMOTIONALLY COPE WITH A CRISIS OR RETURN TO PRE-CRISIS 
STATUS QUICKLY.
WHAT IS IT  
ABOUT 
 BABIES  
AND CHILDREN?

“THE GREAT SURPRISE OF THE 
RESILIENCE RESEARCH IS THE 
ORDINARINESS OF THE PHENOMENA.” 
ANN MASTEN
RESILIENCE IS  
BUILT INTO  
THE HUMAN OS.
IT’S THE CONSTANT  
THAT IS EITHER  
COVERED OR  
UNCOVERED






























HOW DOES THIS TRANSLATE TO VIOLENCE 
PREVENTION? 
WHAT ARE THE THOUGHTS THAT LEAD TO 
VIOLENCE?
Who is more likely to 
harm themselves or 
others? Why?
INNER PEACE  
BEGETS  
OUTER PEACE
Statistically significant positive changes  
of students exposed to SPARK Ages 8-10 Ages 10-13 Ages 13-18
Mental well-being and  
understanding of how the mind works 91% 85% 71%
Less difficult in regulating emotions  
(impulse control) 83% 69% 72%
Communication, decision-making, and 
problem-solving skills 89% 78% 67%
Resilience (compassion for others 
 in tough circumstances) 91% 78% 66%
Resilience (bounce back) from tough 
circumstances 91% 78% 66%
“THIS IS THE 
  GREATEST 
  GIFT WE  
 CAN GIVE  
 KIDS”
SPARK FACILITATORS EVERYWHERE
www.sparkcurriculum.org 
@SPARKcurriculum 
#FindYourSpark podcast https://podtail.com/podcast/find-your-
spark/.  
Click to play!
